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MOBILE APPLICATION
Create your own
space with a
Vicaima Door!

NATURDOR
STAINED

®

EXPERIENCE A NEW LOOK
IN VENEERS, WITH VICAIMA
STAINED DOORS
Real wood veneer with its natural grain configuration is loved by all and adds beauty and sophistication to
interiors the world over. Sometimes however, mother-nature needs a little helping hand to stretch the
possibilities and create colour combinations that permit designers to explore new trends and original
ideas. Vicaima stained doors offer just that scope, with 6 attractive shades in a selection of real crown cut
ash veneered doors, covered with a consistent stain finish and lacquered for durability.
The new stained range offers doors that can be supplied in a variety of cores including FD30 and FD60 fire
rated, together with security and acoustic options. Where needed a complete door and frame assembly
can be created using the Vicaima Easi-fit or Portaro systems. These products are suitable for a wide range
of applications including homes, hotels and commercial applications allowing specifiers to explore new
aesthetics with trusted performance.

STAINED RANGE
TRANSFORM
YOUR INTERIOR
6 attractive stain finishes
Real crown cut ash veneer
No minimum quantity
Fire, security and acoustic options
Matching wardrobes, frames and wall
Pastel Cream

Marina Grey

Toffee Brown

panels available

FIRE

Dark Champagne

Nightfall Black

Deep Brown

ACOUSTIC

SECURITY

MOBILITY
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